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From the President ...

This has been a very exciting month for me.  The delightful 
visits of  Silvereyes  to my garden reminds me of our won-

derful Blue Mountains environment and the need to conserve it.

A multitude of issues has kept me, and numerous Consoc mem-
bers, very busy. The State Government’s Planning ‘reforms’ con-
tinue to be of concern, particularly in respect to the push for 50% 
of development applications to be ‘exempt’ or ‘complying’ (mean-
ing that no thorough environmental assessment will be done for 
new houses/buildings in these categories). The Planning Bill will 
be going to NSW Parliament soon and we are voicing our con-
cerns – loudly! I will be addressing this issue with Mr Koperberg 
and Ms Paluzzano in upcoming meetings.  

A change of President provides a good opportunity to visit the 
pollies, so a visit to Mr Debus is also planned. We would like to 
discuss funding for weed control and other conservation works in 
the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area. 

I am really keen to get more people involved in our work – a small 
amount of  time can make a big difference! As you know, Ian 
Wright spoke about the impacts of sewage, development and con-
tamination from coal mines on the beautiful Grose River at our 
last monthly meeting. Our ‘Objective 3’ and Landuse committees 
are addressing these issues. Please contact me to find out how you 
can be involved!                                                  Tara Cameron                                               

Lord Howe Island is 700km north east of Sydney in the Pacific 
Ocean, almost directly east of Port Macquarie. The island 

has a population of 300 and welcomes around 16,000 visitors a 
year. It is much like Australia in miniature and presents similar 
conservation challenges but with the advantage of being able to 
see outcomes over the entire island.
Terry Wilson recently completed five years as Manager – 
Environmental/World Heritage, reporting to the Lord Howe Island 
Board. The work involved managing the Environmental Unit 
and co-ordinating a range of environmental initiatives including 

CONSERVING 
  LORD HOWE 
      ISLAND

Threatened Species, Pest Species, Revegetation, Quarantine 
Management, Community Education,Volunteer Management and 
management of the External Grant Program. 
Terry worked with the NSW NPWS for five years before that, 
and with a consultancy specialising in waste management and 
recycling before that. He will also talk about the Island’s waste 
vend recycling program.
Come along to the Monthly Meeting on Friday, 30 May at 
7:30 PM to meet Terry and hear all about it.

Visitors are most welcome

MONTHLY MEETING
7.30PM
FRIDAY 30 MAY, 2008
at the 
Conservation Hut, 
Fletcher Street (far west end)
Wentworth Falls

Tara at work with David Hall in the BMCS Office, above stairs 
at the Hut. David is our Publicity Officer, covering media con-
tact and the arrangement of special events. He tracks down our 
Monthly Meeting speakers and is ever capable in assisting Tara 
in face-to-face discussion of issues with public figures. 
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HUT NEWS Letter of the Month – May 2008
Our regular request to members for campaign action by letter writing

Compiled by Robin Mosman & Rosemary Lathouris

OK We Reached the Summit  –  Now What?

For those of us concerned about climate change, the recent 2020 Summit has been 
something of an anti-climax.  So far there have been only vague ‘motherhood’ state-

ments reported: “Government would use all its tools – spending, tax, regulation and 
investment – to tackle pressing environmental issues such as climate change.” (Sydney 
Morning Herald 21April 08).

However, delegate Anna Rose, representing the Australian Youth Climate Coalition,  
claims “The coal industry used the Summit to push their agenda through an organised 
attempt – strategically in the lead-up to the Federal budget – to position so-called ‘clean 
coal’ as the solution to climate change, and in need of more Federal subsidies,” even ad-
vocating the abolition of the Mandatory Renewable Energy Target (MRET), claiming that 
it was ‘unfair’ to ‘clean coal’.  

  A recent report by the Climate Group, an alliance of commercial and scientific experts, 
states:

• NSW power stations and vehicles pumped out more than 24 million tonnes of green 
      house gas in the first quarter of this year, 8% higher than the same period last year.  

• Coal-fired power stations are the biggest greenhouse polluters in the energy sector.  
• The message from these figures is that emissions are still going up, when they really  

    need to be going down. 
“It’s pretty clear that we can’t have any more coal-fired power stations, and in fact we 

need to be closing down the ones we have,” said Rupert Posner, Australian Director of the 
Group (Sydney Morning Herald 21April 08).

The recent Climate of the Nation Report shows that the majority of Australians want 
the Federal Government to take urgent, compelling action on climate change: 

• 74% of Australians believe that any new electricity generation should come from  
        clean energy and want Australia to become a world leader in renewable energy.

• 89% want the Government to subsidise solar panels for one million homes to help   
      generate solar power.

• More than 60% want to cut subsidies that encourage fossil fuel industries such as  
       coal, gas and oil.

• 45% want to reduce the size of the coal industry (SMH 14 April 08).
Australia’s policies on climate change should be based on the best available science, 

and aim to minimise the risks of the worst climate change impacts.  The protection of the 
coal industry’s dominant position in the energy marketplace must not be allowed to over-
ride these considerations.

Send a short message to the Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, copy to the Minister for Cli-
mate Change, Senator Penny Wong, making some or all of the following points:

Dear Mr Rudd,
The recent Climate of the Nation Report, based on research from Auspoll, shows that 

the majority of Australians want the Federal Government to take urgent and compelling 
action on climate change.

• 74% of Australians believe that any new electricity generation should come from  
        clean energy, and want Australia to become a world leader in renewable energy.

• 89% want the Government to subsidise solar panels for 1 million homes to help     
       generate solar power.

• More than 60% want to cut subsidies that encourage fossil fuel industries such as  
      coal, gas and oil.

• 45% want to reduce the size of the coal industry (Sydney Morning Herald 14.4.08).
With grim headlines of food riots, food shortages and escalating food prices around 

the world, it is clear that time for real action is running out.
The above statistics show that your Government has the support of the country for 

strong action to increase renewable energy initiatives and reduce reliance on coal.
When will your Government introduce a firm interim Mandatory Renewable Energy 

Target for 2010?
What other policies will your Government introduce to reflect the clear will of the 

people on renewable energy and reduction of the coal industry?

Contact Details:  Post to Parliament House, Canberra  ACT 2600, or email:
The Prime Minister, the Hon. Kevin Rudd www.pm.gov.au/contact/index.cfm?p=3
Senator the Hon Penny Wong www.aph.gov.au/Senate/senators/homepages/contact.asp?id=00AOU 
You will need to fill in some details and cut-and-paste the above message.  
This is the only way you can send them emails.

The most acceptable Coal product
The Coal Skink

(eumeces anthracus)
New York  to Texas to Florida
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Ron, 
I am always eager to get news about 

my beloved Blue Mountains and so I 
always look forward to receiving the 
Hut News. I am grateful to you for 
becoming its editor and specifically for 
the trouble you go through to review 
the talks given at Members’ Meetings, 
which being a Sydneysider I find too 
difficult to attend. 

The main purpose of my letter is to 
make a comment on your review of the 
talk given by Sustainable Population 
Australia, a topic I feel very strongly 
about. You mention that a doubling 
of Australian population would mean 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 
just 20% of our output today by 2054. 
This would mean, “Heaters on twice a 
fortnight, showers once a week and less 
than 2 litres of petrol a day.” 

Well, of those three examples, 
I currently meet two. I fail with the 
heater, so I have some work to do 
there. (Maybe I should switch to green 
energy!) 

Of course it is better that our 
population falls rather than rises in 
order to prevent further environmental 
deterioration, but I think it is wrong 
that developed countries such as ours 
use so much of the earth’s resources 
which is unsustainable, at the same 
time as third world countries have so 
much poverty. 

I would like to mention a controversial 
issue that was raised on Bush Telegraph 
on ABC Radio National last week 
wherein Senator Bartlett mentioned 
that greenhouse gas emissions 
from the cattle and dairy industries 
rival that from transport because of 
the methane production by cattle. 
Therefore  he advocated that everyone 
should cut down on beef and dairy 
product consumption, say, cut back 
a few servings a week replaced by 
alternatives – so I now eat kangaroo 
meat and have soy yoghurt!

Martin Bouman, Ermington, 21/4/08

Bangladesh is one of the most vulnerable countries in the world to 
climate change. 

A one-metre sea level rise is expected to flood 25-50% of the country, 
with much of the south already experiencing water-logging and 
salinity problems.

Despite this, the Asian Development Bank is considering funding 
what will be one of the largest coal mines on earth in northern 
Bangladesh. 

Expected to affect nearly half a million people and result in wide-
spread environmental destruction, the Phulbari coal mine has 
been vigorously opposed by people’s groups within Bangladesh 
and NGOs from around the world.

Professor Anu Muhammad and local Phulbari residents are coming 
to Australia in May. Their national speaking tour is hosted by 
AidWatch with support from Friends of the Earth, Oxfam Australia 
and Amnesty International Australia. They will visit Melbourne, 
Sydney, Brisbane, and regional centres.  

Blue Mountains Conservation Society is supporting 
and organising the Katoomba leg of the tour! 

Join us to hear about the impact of climate change in Bangladesh 
and their struggles to prevent the ADB funding destructive, climate- 
change-driving development projects.

4.00pm  Sunday 18 May
Katoomba Youth Hostel (YHA)
207 Katoomba Street, Katoomba
Free Admission: Donation to AidWatch Bangladesh Campaign appreciated.

Martin is a keen Walks 
Leader for NPA. He says 
he is a member of the ‘bad 
backs club’ so his full pack 
overnight walks are likely to 
be along a Lawson Ridge 
fire trail, “just for softies.”

– Ed.

For more details:
craiginbm@exemail.com.au

PLAN OF MANAGEMENT FOR COUNCIL
The Blue Mountains City Council Draft 2008-09 Plan of Management has been on exhibition, and there was a public 
information session at Lawson on 24 April. Consoc had representation. We are addressing three matters.

The Council resolve to purchase 10% accredited Green Power for its large sites seems like a good start, but it is far below 
Penrith, Douglas Shire and the City of Sydney. We will advocate an 08-09 target of 20% and press for a full 100% in the 
short term. We have a concern that the very modest targets for bike paths were not being met.  We are requesting an itemised 
reconciliation of current expenditure against that made before the introduction of the Environmentak Levy.  
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE HUT FRIDAY 2 MAY 08    A review of the presentation  at our Monthly Meeting  

Most of us have “been down to the 
Grose.” We can do it either by pant-

ing Pierce’s, leaping Govett’s, fainting 
Faulconbridge, leaving Lockley’s, edging 
Edgeworth David, abseiling Arethusa, can-
yoning Butterbox or beaming down Banks 
(oops, no longer permitted). If all else fails 
of course we simply progress Perry’s. 

Ian Smith also took us down to the 
Grose. He didn’t nominate his access, but 
we arrived first at Hat Hill Creek junc-
tion and then in the tiger country around 
Dalpura Ridge more than two kilometres 
upstream of the Victoria Creek junction. 
His mission was to investigate the effects 
of  two sources of waste discharge on the 
purity of the Grose water. 

Ian, who is a former Water Board staff-
er, now a post-doctoral fellow at UWS, 
has conducted research into the effects 
of organic pollution from the Blackheath 
Sewage Treatment Plant which discharges 
effluent into Hat Hill Creek, and the met-
als pollution via Dalpura Creek from the 
now-closed Canyon Colliery.

Ian used freshwater aquatic macro-
invertebrates as pollution indicators be-
cause, he said, they are easy to catch and 
identify. His main indicators were may-
flies, stoneflies and caddisflies, with fur-
ther observations of midges, beetles and 
snails. For a “clean  water” reference he 
sampled Victoria Creek upstream of the 
Grose. The Hungerford Track was his 
lowest sampling point.  Of course he also 
conducted multiple water chemistry tests 
over the period  April 2003 to June 2004.

Sewage Treatment Plant Discharge
The Blackheath Sewage Treatment 

Plant will be closed in 2008. However, 
its current effluent in Hat Hill Creek has a 
phosphorous level some four times above 
the Australian & New Zealand Environ-
ment & Conservation Council, ANZECC 
(1992) upper guideline of 100 micrograms 
per litre. This is a classic nutrient environ-

ment for extreme weed growth which is in 
fact occurring. The total aquatic inverte-
brate count is lower at the pollution site. 

Ian expects that Hat Hill Creek will 
achieve ecosystem recovery when the 
present sewage plant is closed down in 
favour of the $55m Upper Blue Moun-
tains Sewage Scheme – with correspond-
ing health gains for the Grose. He remains 
concerned that the present highly-polluted 
discharge is occuring despite licensing by 
the NSW Government Environment Pro-
tection Agency!
Canyon Colliery Discharge

Canyon Colliery was closed on 14 
April 1997. However, mine water has been 
leaching into Dalpura Creek during opera-
tion and ever since. Searching for heavy 
metals within the discharge, Ian discovered 
high concentrations of zinc. While there 
was virtually none above the junction, the 
concentration rose to 400 micrograms per 
litre just downstream and was still 90 at 
Hungerford Track. The ANZECC 1992 
guideline is just 50 micrograms per litre! 
Mayflies, the most sensitive animal in the 
study, were totally absent. Midges and 
stone flies were also in lesser numbers, 
although the caddisfly seemed to flourish 
Whirligig beetles, the ‘white pointer’ top 
predater of the invertebrate world were 
down in numbers. Weeds flourished. 

Ian pointed out that the situation at 
Dalpura Creek is more concerning than at 
Hat Hill — although again the discharge 
was licensed by the EPA — there is very 
little chance that the leakage can be 
stopped.  Humans have a high tolerance 
to zinc, he said, but its presence will kill 
trout if not crayfish, and continue to im-
pair the Grose River, its fauna food chain 
and its ecosystems for ever.
Discussion after Supper

The ensuing discussion session was 
lively and productive. An optimistic civil 
engineer suggested that curtain cement 
grouting of the country rock at the mine 
might stop the flow. A pragmatic geologist 
replied that the water would just go else-

where through the mining fractures. SCA 
intervention was proposed, but thought 
unlikely. No issue is worth discussing 
without a moment of two of levity, and a 
chemist in the group  suggested that a zinc 
mine might be viable!

Karen McLaughlin reminded us that 
Canyon Colliery forms a small part of the 
Gardens of Stone Stage 2 Proposal. It is 
located on 106 hectares of Crown Land. 
The land has already been assessed by 
DECC and is scheduled for incorporation 
in the Blue Mountains NP once DECC is 
satisfied with the rehabilitation efforts.  It 
is of course likely that such work will be 
concerned only with dismantling the infra-
structure, not control of effluent. 

So a new chapter in the history of the 
Grose is opening up. Can it, as Andy Mac-
queen suggests, keep coming, “Back from 
the Brink”? Maybe we can never reach the 
level of intoxication with the Grose that 
Ross Brownscombe achieved in his “Blue 
Rivers” rafting book, but this is still the 
only NSW river which flows unimpeded 
from its source to the sea. That alone is 
worth safeguarding. 

Like Ian’s whirligig beetle, it will be 
useful if all we conservationists had two 
sets of eyes, one to look out front and an-
other to see just what is going on over our 
heads!              Ron Withington

BMCC Draft Companion Animals Management Plan
Addendum – Local Orders Policy – 
Order 18 – KEEPING OF ANIMALS 

Further to Meredith Brownhill’s concern expressed in the April 
edition of Hut News, Consoc asked members at the Monthly 
Meeting on 2 May to make a submission to Mr P. Pinyon, 
General Manager, Blue Mountains City Council, covering the 
following points to strengthen the Plan:

• BMCC should emphasise the potential harmful impacts of 
roaming cats on native wildlife and the benefits of cat enclosures/
fencing through BMCC publications and its website.

• Desexing of animals in line with RSPCA policy should be 
encouraged. 
• The establishment of Wildlife Protection Areas should be 
considered. Staff and volunteers could identify appropriate 
areas through fauna surveys. A Wildlife Protection Officer 
should be employed.
• Data collection of complaints involving attacks on wildlife 
is needed. The present data is limited, as complaints about 
cats are not recorded. Thus there would be more ‘evidence-
based’ decisions on management of companion animals. 
Members at large are urged to write to Council. 
Submissions will be accepted until 28 May, 2008.

..the river was the upper twist of a written 
question mark.             Carl Sandburg
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Construction of the Emirates Wolgan Valley Resort began in November, 2007, after the 
modified concept plan (MCP) was approved following discussions between Environmental 

Groups, NPWS and Minister Koperberg. BMCS is continuing to interact with Emirates to achieve 
the best environmental outcome. Emirates has taken a promising initiative in publishing a colour 
seasonal newsletter, Conservation Matters!, which details sightings of native birds, plants and 
animals  since construction began. There is also a report that two cattle-grazing properties now 
owned by the resort have been destocked and will be used for the conservation of the region’s en-
dangered species and the reintroduction of native flora and fauna. Emirates say that the resort will 
conduct onsite scientific-based research to assist with planning future conservation initiatives. We 
look forward to the winter edition.  The spotted quoll seen along Carne Creek at night. Emirates  ̓photo:

EMIRATES ON CONSERVATION TRAIL  AT WOLGAN VALLEY RESORT

BMCS IN ACTION – a review of some key issues

Sand Mine at Newnes Junction
The mine was approved in March 2006 by 
NSW Dept of Planning and Federal DEH. 
There were stringent conditions imposed 
due to submissions by BMCS and others. 
Nothing is happening on the ground. Per-
haps the economic viability is in question.

Grose Fire Forum
The report from the Forum on 17 February 
2007 included many recommendations for 
action. The BM World Heritage Institute 
is currently evaluating the extent to which  
actions were implemented over the past 
year. See Ian Brown’s article Wilderness & 
Fire, Colong Bulletin No.225 March 08. 

Bore Water Policy
Our policy calls for metering of domes-
tic bores and charging for bore water at 
IPART-determined rates. It also asks for 
the same level of water restrictions for 
bore water as for piped reticulated water. 
There has been some progress – bore water 
is now Level 1 against tap water at Level 
3. The policy opposes any easing of water 
restrictions, as they would send the wrong 
signal. Finally it wants a permanent em-
bargo on new bore applications. We have 
been successful in part, although still pur-
suing metering and charging.

Groundwater Non-Exploitation
We have opposed groundwater-bottling 
DAs at Mt Tootie and Kurrajong Heights 
and improper groundwater use at Mt Wil-
son. We have also opposed a new bore at 
Wentworth Falls Golf Club. We have pro-
moted a ‘drink only tap water instead of 
bottled water’ campaign across the Blue 
Mountains, having it launched at Katoom-
ba High School by Minister Koperberg. 
The primary school launch of the ‘drink 
tap water’ campaign was held on 11April.

Blue Mountains Enviro-summit
A pre-election commitment by Phil Koper-
berg took place at Katoomba High School 
on 23-24 February. BMCS was represent-
ed on the steering committee and by par-

This is an update of an appraisal given by Past President Brian Marshall at the March AGM

ticipants at the event. Our views on a range 
of issues were conveyed in the workshops 
and included in numerous recommenda-
tions, that, once refined, will be forwarded 
to Phil Koperberg, who committed to send-
ing them on to the pertinent Ministers. 

Biobanking Act
The Biobanking Bill public consultation 
period closed on 1 February 2008. The 
Ministerial Reference Group (on which 
BMCS is indirectly represented by the To-
tal Environment Centre and the Environ-
mental Defenders’ Office) is still assessing 
public input, finalising the Biobanking 
Assessment Methodology and regulation, 
and will oversee the two-year trial period. 
There is little likelihood of changes arising 
from the trial period because of the ‘bal-
anced’ representation on the MRG. We 
will need to monitor and possibly oppose 
local applications of the process. It’s here 
to stay with all its faults intact. 

Gardens of Stone Stage 2
Colong, BMCS and the Colo Committee 
launched the GoS2 late in 2005. The DEC 
Assessment Report in August 2006 reject-
ed SCA-reservation of Newnes Plateau. 
The Director Central Branch NPWS (Bob 
Conroy) confirmed on 10 January 2008 
that protection of Newnes is being dis-
cussed with Forests NSW and progress is 
being made with SCA-reservation of other 
portions of GoS2. A way forward exists, 
but the loss of the Minister and the Deputy 
Director General of NPWS ( Sally Barnes) 
have slowed progress. Negotiations with 
Government and public awareness cam-
paigning must continue if  we are to suc-
ceed in the long term.

Sustainability
The BMCS booklet Sustainability:con-
cepts and action is available in hard copy 
and also via the website. Do you have 
your copy yet? We have also helped to 
increased the focus on sustainability and 
climate change by interacting with like-
minded people. 

Capertee Helicopter Joy Flights
The operator has won his appeal in the L& 
E Court, but stringent conditions have been 
applied, along with a review in 5 years. 
The Capertee Valley Environmental Group  
to whom BMCS has given much support 
is assembling data to oppose continuance 
when the operation is up for the review.

Lithgow Region Subcommittee
This group has highlighted non-compli-
ance in water effluents from mines and 
power stations, through the SCA Stream-
watch Program. There work has contrib-
uted to DECC’s decision to investigate the 
cumulative effects of mining on ground-
water aquifers and surface water. 

Rivers SOS
See the report on page 6 of this issue.

BMCC LEP  Upheld, but...
BMCS opposed a development between 
WW Falls and Bullaburra to the north of 
Railway Pde and the DA was refused by 
BMCC. The developer won in the L & E 
Court and then lost on Appeal by Coun-
cil.  Notable BMCC success! Protection of 
swamp and creek habitats on and adjacent 
to the large development site is now pos-
sible. Nevertheless LEP 2005 is notionally 
superseded by the environmentally inad-
equate Standard LEP, which spells trouble 
in the future. BMCS had hoped to have the 
BMCC LEPs treated as ‘gold standard’, 
to which other LEPs should be upgraded. 
Sartors’s ‘Improvements to Planning’ has 
the potential to destroy 15 years’ hard 
work establishing the Blue Mts LEPs. 

Subsidence Plans (SMPs)
Submissions to Clarence, Springvale, An-
gus Place and Baal Bone collieries attempt-
ed to improve the  quality of reporting and 
the pertinence of data, particularly in re-
altion to Newnes Plateau Shrub Swamps. 
There has been negligible feedback. The 
Subsidence Management Process is flawed 
in that the DPI-MR seems unconcerned by 
matters raised and the various companies 
are reacting accordingly. 
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Climbing plants are ideal for covering walls, fences, 
dead trees, trellises and are worth planting just for the 

beauty of their foliage and flowers, especially if they grow 
over other plants which flower at a different time. For April 
and May we are offering these at the special price of just $1 
per tube, so hurry as we close for sales in June and July. 

On offer is Clematis aristata (Traveller’s Joy or Goat’s 
Beard), a widespread gentle climber which grows in a 
variety of situations and bears spectacular white, starry 
flowers in Spring followed by white fluffy seeds on female 
plants, which sometimes almost cover the host plant. 
Kennedia rubicunda (Dusky Coral-pea) is a more vigorous 
climber and also useful as a ground-cover. It has striking 
large red pea flowers which hang in a very showy display. 
Pandorea pandorana or the Wonga Vine is a popular garden 
climber and is widespread from coast to mountains. Lovely 
white, tubular flowers with a red-spotted throat are borne 
in showy clusters. Wombat Berry (Eustrephus latifolius) 
was featured in the September 2007 issue of Hut News and 
we still have some of this fascinating plant whose white to 
pale-pink flowers are followed by bright orange berries. It 
is widespread and adaptable to most situations. Finally is 
the well-known Hardenbergia violacea (Purple Twining-
pea) with its attractive and profuse purple flowers and deep-
green foliage. 

All these climbers grow well in the Blue Mountains and 
add interest and beauty to a garden. Visit our nurseries at 
Blackheath (Tuesday mornings) and Lawson (Wednesday 
mornings) or the Lawson Magpie Markets on Sunday 18 
May to make your choice.
Kevin Bell, 
Nursery Manager, 4787 6436  khbell@pnc.com.au

CLIMBING PLANTS NOW AVAILABLE AT THE CONSOC NURSERIES

Traveller’s JoyWonga Vine

Dusky Coral-peaPurple Twining-pea

Thursday 8 May was the launch of the Rivers SOS 
Film, Rivers of Shame 2, in the State Parliament 

Theatrette,where the speakers were Lee Rhiannon and 
Phil Costa, Labour Member for Wollondilly. Brian Mar-
shall and Kerrie Sebbens attended. The thirty-minute 
film is the sequel to the 2006 film of the same name, 
and further highlights the issue of mining impacts on 
rivers in NSW. 

 Importantly, this new film covers the damage to 
swamps, springs, soaks and acquifers as well as riv-
ers, and completes the story of the damage to our 

river systems across the State. 
This effectively joins together all stakeholders including the forty Rivers 

SOS community groups, grape growers, farmers, graziers, horse breeders and 
conservationists (including BMCS) currently lobbying the government indi-
vidually about mining damage to water suppplies. 

The film’s producer, Maurice Blackwood, in conversation, indicated that  
copies of the film are now available to individuals, posted out, for $5.00. 

Why not buy a copy? Even if you are unable to ‘lobbie a pollie’ with it, then 
show it to family and friends. It will prove more confronting, more mobilising 
and more vital than yet another half hour of ‘reality’ television. 

Orders to : M. Blackwood, RiversSOS PO Box 73 Douglas Park 2569

Phone 4632 7506, mozzieb@ispdr.net.au                                           
Rivers SOS calls on the NSW government to mandate a safety zone of at 
least 1 km around all rivers in the state, to protect them from further permanent 
damage through the effects of mining under, or too close to, river beds.

The Waratah Rivulet, which used to provide a 
third of the water to the Woronora Dam, has 
ceased flowing due to structural damage caused 
by underground coal mining. Until recently it had 
contained pristine pools hundreds of metres long 
and up to three metres deep. Since being mined, 
these pools are sandy hollows surrounded by 
rocky bars, covered with many transverse cracks 
over which the stream once flowed.

He who hears the rippling of rivers in these degenerate days 
will not utterly despair. — Henry Thoreau
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WORKING THE FESTIVALS: as our membership climbs ever closer to the tantilising thousand

One of the aims of the Society is to “Fos-
ter increased awareness of conservation 

issues in the community”. We recently ran 
stalls at two community events to try to do just 
that. The first of these was at Springwoodʼs 
Foundation Day on 5 April and the second 
was Lithgowʼs Ironfest over 25-27 April.

Organising and running stalls is not a sim-
ple matter but is most enjoyable and satisfying 
once the event starts. Volunteers and materi-
als need to be found for the stall and the stall 
itself needs to be transported and assembled. 

The Foundation Day stall was organised 
by Vice President Heather Hull. Kevin Bell 
and his nursery volunteers provided a range 
of healthy plants to sell – they are also a good 
ice-breaker to get people talking. There was 
a lot of interest and many enquiries and the 
day was definitely a success. Special thanks 
to Hugh Paterson and Francoise Matter for 
transporting the stall at short notice. Volun-
teers at the stall were regular stall participants 
Naomi Estelle, Diana Levy, our Publicity Of-
ficer David Hall, Heather and myself.

To set up Ironfest I had the assistance of 
eight other volunteers: From the Lithgow Sub-
Group of the Society we had Chris Jonkers, 
Julie Favell, Karen McLaughlin (formerly our 
National Parks Officer) and Richard Stiles (a 
local doctor who gave his time despite being 
on call at Lithgow hospital). Other volunteers 
were Rob Baigent (our Admin Officer); Juli 
Boddy (former Hut News editor) and Jessica 
OʼConnor. Jessica is a young mum of three 
children who was on duty at her first stall 
for the Society and inspired others with her 
youthful enthusiasm and fresh ideas. And 
thanks again to Kevin Bell for the use of the 
nursery truck and for setting up the stall on 
the first day.

Interest in our stall was strong, particularly 
on Saturday when the weather was clear and 
warm. Sunday featured almost gale-force 
winds. Our steel-framed stall is cumbersome 
to transport but at least we didnʼt need three 
people to hold it down – unlike the Greens 

whose frail unit provided a good illustration of the effectiveness of wind-power!
A big thank-you to the Ironfest organisers, headed by local artist McGregor Ross, 

for looking after us and providing such an interesting event – probably the first time 
ConSoc has shared the field with jousting competitions and cannon-fire.  Ilan Salbe

Karen McLaughlin, Julie Favell, Chris Jonkers, Ilan Salbe, Juli Boddy and Rob 
Baigent at Ironfest 2008, a ‘Fusion’ of keen Consoc workers. Record thousands 
attended, very many from outside the valley. We trust that this response and our 
presentation will help the community further to appreciate the tourist potential of 
Greater Lithgow, to the keen support of our Gardens of Stone Stage 2 Proposal!

Ian  and Naomi Estelle with customers at our Springwood Foundation Day stall,  
where our healthy plant offerings generated funds, while our genial well-informed 
stallholders attracted a number of new members to the Society.

Sometimes we need to call on our 
membership to help us! On this oc-

casion I am seeking a member to help 
re-engineer our stall (see above) so it is 
easier to transport. Currently it has two 
“metal pipe” frames about 1.8m square. 
We would like each of those cut into 

pieces that can be assembled in a way that maintains the  
structural sturdiness. If you can help please contact me.

• I recently had a member email me wanting to know the num-
ber she needed to use to make an internet payment. That 
number appears at the top left hand side of the Hut News mail 
label. If still in doubt what to use then please contact me. I 
am hoping that the membership card mentioned in the March 

2008 edition will have that number on it. However we are still 
looking at the design of the card. 

• Our desire to notify as many bushwalkers as possible of a 
late cancelled walk brought out the need to ensure that the 
Society has as many members’ email addresses as possible. 
So if you would like to be notified of any last-minute news 
then simply email me, including your name and postal ad-
dress so I can identify you. Don’t worry if you haven’t got an 
email. If it is urgent we do have your phone number.

• If you would like to give us feedback on what the Society is 
doing, or report environmentally damaging activity for us to in-
vestigate, then you can email us at feedback@bluemountains.
org.au or mail us at BMCS Feedback, PO Box 29, Wentworth 
Falls NSW 2783.            Ilan Salbe, Membership Officer

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS – Wanted: an IronFist and some Feedback
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Membership of the bushwalking group is open to Society members. The BMCS Bushwalkers’ Guide, which explains the 
numbered Grades, can be found on the Society’s website www.bluemountains.com.au, or will be posted on request. 

For further information please contact the Walks Convenor, Liz van Reyswood, on 
4757 2694, email bushwalks@bluemountains.org.au, or by mail at PO Box 29, Wentworth Falls 2782. 

SATURDAY WALKS
   Usually a full day, longer walks at a faster pace. Bring morning tea, lunch and adequate water. Before attending ring the  
   designated contact person or the Group Co-ordinator Jim Percy, 4758 6009 or email jp34@tpg.com.au
May-17   BMNP, Six Foot Track (3)   Bill          4758 8545 Map: Hampton     Meet: Blackheath Station  8.15am               
   Megalong Crossing to Coxs river and beyond? All on track, long climb back out.   
May-24   BMNP, Baal Bone Gap (3)   Meredith 4782 4823    Map: Ben Bullen Meet: Blackheath Station  9.00am
   Magnificent views of the Capertee and Wolgan Valleys. 12km. 
May-31   BMNP, Noble Canyon (3) Bob         4757 2694 Map: Ben Bullen Meet: Mt Vic Stn Carpark  8.30am 
                 & Glow-worm Tunnel  Approx. 10km. 
June-7   BMNP, Crossing the BM, Day 6 (4) Jim          4758 6009    Map: Katoomba Meet: Blackheath Station  9.12am 
   Blackheath to Mt Victoria. Suggest catching the 9.05am train from Mt Victoria. Distance 6km but conditions hard.
June-14   BMNP, Bugeri Creek (3) Andy 0401 586 269 Map: Penrith  Meet: Glenbrook Station  8.30am
   Get a different view of the Glenbrook area. Distance 10km with creek crossings and rock hopping.

MONDAY LEISURE WALKS
  ‘Short Day’ walks of 3-5 hours, suitable for walkers of average fitness. Bring morning tea and lunch and adequate water. 
   The Group Co-ordinator is Norm Harris, 4784 1554.
May-19    Bus Trip to Mt Airlie (2)   Heather    4739 1493     Meet: BMCC Depot, South St, Katoomba          8.30am 
   Views over Capertee Valley. Fare $12 when booking. Call Birgita 4784 3191. 
May-26    Zig Zag at Glenbrook (2)                    Heather    4739 1493     Meet: Glenbrook Commuter Carpark             9.30am
   An Historic Railway Line.
June-2     Blue Gum Swamp, Winmallee (2)         Ron    4757 1526 Meet: Springwood Multi-Storey Carpark           9.15am 
   A blue gum forest.   
June-9   National Pass (3)                 Phil          4787 5560    Meet: Stockyard Carpark, Wentworth Falls       9.15am
   The old grandaddy with its 1000 stone steps has had a facelift.
June-16   Faulconbridge Point (2) Ron          4757 1526    Meet: Faulconbridge Commuter Carpark           9.00am
   View of Grose River in its twisting valley.

THURSDAY PLEASURE WALKS
   Walks conducted to suit walkers on the day. Bring morning tea, lunch if noted, and adequate water.  The Group     
   Co-ordinator is Simone Bowskill, 4757 3416, email simbow@tpg.com.au or ring Maurice Kerkham, 4739 4942. 
May-22    Sun Valley Fitzgerald Creek (2) Joan         4739 4942    Meet: Valley Heights Commuter Carpark 9.20am
   Easy walk in a area that is an old volcanic crater. Car Shuffle. 
May-29   Evans Crown (2)       Marie       4787 1257   Meet: Mt Victoria Station Carpark    9.00am
   Diverse flora and fauna and some outstanding granite tors. Gentle climb. Lunch at Tarana Pub. Car Pool.
June-5     Centennial Glen and Walls Ledge (2)   Phil        4787 5560   Meet: Ivanhoe Hotel Carpark            9.45am
   Classic escarpments, whispering waterfalls, gaping gorges and a grotto or two. Car shuffle. Exit at Centennial Glen Road. 
June-12   Radiata Plateau (2)       Joan         4782 5966   Meet: Gearins Hotel, Katoomba              9.30am 
    Fine views over Megalong. See how the native flora is taming the pine trees! An area we fought to preserve.

BLUE MOUNTAINS CONSERVATION SOCIETY BUSHWALKING ACTIVITIES 

MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES:  Ilan Salbe 4759 2372   membership@bluemountains.org.au 

Before attending a bushwalk, please discuss the walk with the contact person or group co-ordinator (see below)

Welcome to our new members...
Greg Barr-David  Katoomba
Christine Caton   Wentworth Falls
Louise Clifford   Katoomba
Jim Jarvis   Hazelbrook
Meera Jarvis  Hazelbrook
Warwick M’Hanna   Wentworth  Falls
Brian Newton   Lawson
Kylie Ridge  Wentworth Falls
Colleen Roche  Hazelbrook
Ulrike Schnabel  Canada Bay

MEMBERS  MEMORANDA

Members, both new and established, are invited to participate in..

BMCS BUSHCARE
The Valley of the Waters Bushcare Group,

part of the very influential Bushcare Network,
operates in the Blue Mountains National Park 

on the second Saturday morning of each month.
Tools  and gloves are provided, instruction on weed 

identification and treatment is given. 
You bring morning tea, drinking water and bags of enthusiasm!

Please contact Karen Hising on 4757 1929

FREE WEEDSU PICK ’EM




